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Abstract—We study a downlink distributed MIMO system
where a central unit (CU) broadcasts messages to K′ users
through K distributed BSs. The CU is connected to the BSs
via K independent rate-constrained fronthaul (FH) links. The
distributed BSs collectively serve the users through the air. We
propose a new network coding based distributed MIMO broad-
casting scheme, using reverse compute-and-forward and signal-
space alignment. At the CU, a network coding generator matrix
is employed for pre network coding of the users’ messages. The
network coded messages are forwarded to the BSs, where the FH
rate-constraint determines the actual number of network-coded
messages forwarded to the BSs. At the BSs, linear precoding ma-
trices are designed to create a number of bins, each containing a
bunch of spatial streams with aligned signal-spaces. At each user,
post physical-layer network coding is employed to compute linear
combinations over the NC messages w.r.t. the bins, which reverses
the pre network coding and recovers the desired messages. We
derive an achievable rate of the proposed scheme based on
the existence of NC generator matrix, signal-space alignment
precoding matrices and nested lattice codes. Improved rate and
degrees of freedom over existing interference alignment and
compress-and-forward schemes are shown. Numerical results
demonstrate the performance improvement, e.g., by as much as
70% increase in throughput over benchmark schemes.
Index Terms—Cloud RAN, CoMP, MIMO, distributed
MIMO, broadcast channel, physical-layer network coding,
compute-and-forward, interference alignment
I. INTRODUCTION
Distributed MIMO (D-MIMO) system finds applications
in a wide range of state of the art wireless communication
networks, such as coordinated multi-point (CoMP) in LTE-
advanced and 5G cellular networks, local area networks with
WiFi coordination, cloud radio access network (C-RAN), het-
erogeneous network and wireless sensor networks [1] [2] [3]
[4] [5]. Advanced interference management techniques can be
employed in D-MIMO, e.g., using base station cooperation
and multi-cell joint processing, leading to increased spectral
efficiency and energy efficiency.
In a generic downlink D-MIMO system, a central-
processing unit (CU) broadcasts messages to many users
through a number of distributed BSs. The CU is connected
to the BSs via independent rate-constrained front-haul (FH)
links. The distributed BSs collectively serve the users through
the air. The operating of such a system is referred to as
distributed MIMO broadcasting. In most practical scenarios,
the FH links have limited capacity, which gives rise to a
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fundamental impact on the design of the D-MIMO systems
for various applications [6] [7] [8].
From the literature, D-MIMO with rate-constrained FH
has attract considerable attentions from various aspects. The
D-MIMO systems was studied from a CoMP perspective,
where coordinated beamforming and joint processing are
considered and compared [9] [10]. For the uplink D-MIMO
with single-antenna nodes, a simplified Wyner model was
considered where cooperative decoding using codebook infor-
mation and oblivious bases stations are studied in [11] [12].
As inspired by the fact that network coding is required to
achieve the multi-cast capacity of the network [13], several
network coding and physical-layer network coding based
schemes were considered for the uplink D-MIMO. A linear
network coding approach based on a pre-assigned network
coding generator matrix was proposed for the uplink D-
MIMO with receiver channel state information (CSI) only,
where a full diversity gain is achieved [14]. The compute-
and-forward (CF) strategy and physical-layer network coding
(PNC) techniques can be employed in the uplink D-MIMO
system for better utilization of interference [15] [16] [17].
The CF strategy directly generates network coded messages
from the superimposed interfering signals, without decoding
each individual messages, through structured linear or lattice
codes, leading to increased information rate or even degrees
of freedom (DoF) gain [18]. For the case with multi-antenna
nodes and global CSI, the CF strategy can be further enhanced
by incorporating signal-space alignment (SSA) techniques,
where considerable degrees of freedom gain can be achieved
[19] [20] [21] [22] [23]. For the downlink D-MIMO, oblivious
BSs and large system performance analysis are studied in
[24]. A network coding based approach called reverse CF was
proposed where single-antenna nodes are considered [25]. To
date, the ultimate performance and design of downlink D-
MIMO with rate-constrained FH remains unclear literature.
It remains largely unknown on how to realize the benefits of
CF or PNC in the downlink D-MIMO system.
In this paper, we consider a downlink distributed MIMO
system where a CU wants to broadcast messages to K ′ users
through K distributed BSs. Each of the BSs and user nodes is
equipped with multi-antenna. We consider the scenario with
moderate FH rate-constraint, i.e., the FH capacity and the
information capacity of the air-interface are of the same order.
This paper contributes to this subject through the following
aspects. We propose a new distributed MIMO broadcasting
scheme, which consists of three key techniques:
Pre network coding: A network coding generator matrix
2is first designed. Based on that, the CU generates finite field
linear combinations of the K ′ users’ messages. These linear
message-combinations are referred to as network-coded (NC)
messages. A subset of NC messages is forwarded to each BS
via the FH link. The FH rate-constraint determines the actual
number of NC messages that are forwarded to the BSs.
Signal-space alignment: At a BS, each of its transmitted
spatial streams carries one NC message. Distributed precod-
ing matrices are designed and employed by the K BSs, such
that the signal-spaces of the spatial streams from various BSs
are desirably aligned at each user’s receiver. The pattern of
the signal-space alignment is determined by the choice of the
network coding generator matrix.
Post Physical-layer network coding (Reverse CF): At each
user node, for each aligned signal-space, a linear combi-
nation of the NC messages is computed using PNC. Most
importantly, this post PNC operation exactly equalizes (or
reverses) the pre network coding at the CU, such that the
linear combination of the NC messages is just the desired
message of that user.
Our proposed scheme borrows the idea of reverse CF from
[25], with generalization to the scenario with multi-antenna
nodes. We show that the pre-network coding matrix and the
signal-space alignment precoding matrices are coupled, and
investigate the properties and design of these two matrices.
We prove the achievable rate of the proposed scheme based
on the existence of pre-network coding matrix, nested lattice
codes and signal-space alignment precoding matrices.
We also show the achievable DoF of DMIMO with our
proposed scheme. We analytically show that considerably
improved achievable rate and DoF over existing orthogo-
nal transmission, interference alignment and oblivious base
station schemes are obtained. Numerical results are also
presented to demonstrate the performance improvement of the
proposed scheme, e.g., by as much as 70 percent increase in
throughput over benchmark schemes at practical SNR values.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a downlink D-MIMO system where a central unit
(CU) wants to broadcast messages to K ′ users through K
distributed BSs. The CU is connected to the K BSs via
K independent rate-constrained front-haul links. The K BSs
collectively serve the K ′ users. BS i has Ni antennas and
User j has N ′j antennas, i = 1, · · · ,K, j = 1, · · · ,K ′. The
BSs are not mutually connected. The system consists of a
front-haul (FH) layer and an air-interface layer, as depicted
in Fig. 1. At the FH layer, the CU sends some functions of
the users’ messages to the distributed BSs via independent
FH links, while satisfying the constraint on FH capacity. At
the air-interface layer, K BSs distributively broadcast their
signals towards the K ′ users through the air.
A. FH Layer
Let the messages for the K ′ users be denoted by row
vectors bj , j = 1, · · · ,K ′. The length of bj is denoted by





















Fig. 1. Block diagram of an K-base station K′-user downlink DMIMO
system with rate-constrained front-haul.
in the K ′ message sequences and produces K functions of
them, generally written as
ui = ψi (b1, · · · ,bK′) , i = 1, 2, · · · ,K. (1)
The signal ui = ψi (b1, · · · ,bK′) is forwarded to the ith BS
through the ith FH link. The FH consumption is given by
H (ui) where H (·) denotes the entropy function.
Denote by CFH the maximum rate that can be supported
by the K FH links in total for one block of transmission [11],
[26] [14]. The rate-constraint under consideration is given by
K∑
i=1
H (ui) ≤ CFH . (2)
Error free transmission of the signal (1) over the FH links is
assumed if the rate constraint (2) is met. In this paper, we only
consider a total FH rate constraint as in [4]. Our proposed
scheme and methods apply to the scenario with individual
front-haul rate constraints.
B. Air-Interface Layer
Upon obtaining ui, BS i’s encoder maps ui into a size
Ni by n space-time signal matrix Xi. Denote the encoding
functions by
Xi = εi (ui) , i = 1, 2, · · · ,K. (3)




(∣∣xTi [t] xi [t]∣∣2) ≤ Etotal (4)
where xi [t] denotes the tth column of Xi, representing the
signal vector transmitted by BS i’s multiple antennas at time
instant t, t = 1, · · · , n.
1We only focus on the case with total power constraint. Our scheme can
be extended to individual power constraint.





Hj,iXi + Zj , j = 1, 2, · · · ,K ′, (5)
where Hj,i denotes the channel coefficient matrix from BS i
to User j, and Zj denotes the additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) with i.i.d. entries of zero mean and variance N02 per
real-dimension. The per-node signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is
defined as ρ , EtotalN0K .
In this paper, a block fading channel is considered, i.e. the
channel coefficients remain constant over a block of n sym-
bols and vary over blocks. Global channel state information
(CSI) and symbol synchronization is assumed.
User j decodes its desired message based on Yj . The
decoding process is written as
b̂j = decj (Yj) . (6)
where b̂j denotes the decision. An error is declared if b̂j 6=
bj for any j ∈ {1, · · · ,K ′}.
C. Performance Metric
Consider given channel coefficient matrices Hj,i, i =
1, · · · ,K, j = 1, · · · ,K ′, and given FH rate-constraints
CFH . The information rates of the users’ messages are
denoted by Rj =
mj
n log2 q, j = 1, · · · ,K ′. A
(R1, · · · , RK′ , n, Pe) code consists of the following:
1. K FH functions ψ1 (·) , · · · , ψK (·) at the CU that satisfy
the FH rate-constraint(2).
2. K encoding functions ε1 (·) , · · · , εK (·) at the K BSs
as specified in (3).
3. K ′ decoding functions dec1 (·) , · · · , decK′ (·) at the K ′
users as specified in (6).
4. An error probability Pe, given by
Pe = Pr
{[
b̂1, · · · , b̂K′
]
6= [b1, · · · ,bK′ ]
}
. (7)
A information rate tuple (R1, · · · , RK′) is said to be
achievable if, for any  > 0, there exists a (R1, · · · , RK′ ,
n, Pe) code such that Pe ≤  as the block length n→∞.
A degrees of freedom (DoF) tuple (d1, · · · , dK′) is said to






for j = 1, · · · ,K ′. An achievable total DoF is given by d =∑K′
j=1 dj .
D. Problem at a Glance
This paper primarily focus on that the FH rate-constraint
and information capacity of the air-interface are comparable,
i.e., they are of the same order of magnitude. In addition,
this paper focus on constant (or block fading) channel with
no symbol extension2.
2Our proposed can be extended to symbol-extension for time-varying
channel. Note that alignment in spatial dimension through multi-antenna is
more robust to practical limitations such as frequency offsets than alignment
in time or frequency [27].
Consider the symmetric setup with K = K ′ and N = N ′.
First, if CU forwards the following
ui = bi, i = 1, 2, · · · ,K (9)
to the BSs, the D-MIMO reduces to a K-user interference
channel. The total FH consumption is
K∑
i=1
H (bi). It is well-
known that interference alignment (IA) with infinite symbol-
extension is necessary to achieve the DoF of such an inter-
ference channel. The total DoF is N2 K for infinite symbol-
extension, and could be far less thanN2 K for small symbol-
extension in practice [28].
Second, note that if CU forwards the following functions
ui = (b1, · · · ,bK) , i = 1, 2, · · · ,K (10)








H (b1, · · · ,bK). The DoF is given
by NK.
Comparing the above two cases, we see that if the FH ca-
pacity constraint increases from
K∑
i=1




the DoF increases from a value less than N2 K to exactly NK.
This gives rise to the following set of questions: what is the
DoF of DMIMO if the FH capacity is somewhere between
K∑
i=1
H (bi) and K
K∑
i=1
H (bi)? Is an IA-type of approach
necessary to achieve the DoF of DMIMO in that scenario?
This paper attempts to answer these questions via studying
a new network coding based D-MIMO broadcasting scheme
presented in the subsequent section.
III. PROPOSED DISTRIBUTED MIMO BROADCASTING
SCHEME
The proposed scheme is depicted in Fig. 2.
A. Pre Network Coding at Central Unit
1) Data Streams: The message sequence bj for Us-
er j is truncated into L′j segments of row vectors
bj,1, · · · ,bj,L′i , for spatial multiplexing purpose. The lengths
of the truncated message sequences are respectively denot-
ed by mj,1, · · · ,mj,L′j , with
∑L′j
l′=1mj,l′ = mj . Each of
bj,1, · · · ,bj,L′i is referred to as a message stream. The rate
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the proposed D-MIMO broadcasting with signal-
space alignment and reverse compute-and-forward.
where bj,l′ is formed by padding bj,l′ with mmax − mj,l′











L′j message streams for all K
′ users are now
collected in the L′ rows of B.
2) A Single Network-Coded (NC) Message Sequence: A fi-
nite field linear combination of the users’ message sequences,
referred to as a NC message sequence, is written as
u = g ⊗B (14)
where “⊗” denotes the multiplication operation in GF(q).
Here, the row vector g is referred to as a NC coefficient
vector, whose L′ entries specify the coefficients of the linear
combination.
a) User Index Function: For the ease of illustration,
define the following User index function





The l′th message stream of User j, also called the (j, l′)th
message stream, is now located at the J (j, l′)-th row of
B. The NC coefficient corresponding to the (j, l′)th message
stream is specified by the J (j, l′)-th entry of g.
Let τ = J (j, l′). The inverse of the User index function is
defined as
J−1 (τ) , j if
j−1∑
γ=1




The τ th row of B belongs to User J−1 (τ). The τ th entry of
g is w.r.t. User J−1 (τ).
b) NC Message Rate: The NC message rate per






where g [J (j, l′)] denotes the J (j, l′)-th entry of g. To
explain (17), note that the message streams with zero NC
coefficients are irrelevant in the NC message u. In other
words, only those message streams with non-zero NC co-
efficients are taken into account, and the one with maximum
rate determines the NC message rate (17).
3) Multiple NC Message Sequences: In the proposed
scheme, the CU forwards Li NC message sequences to BS








 , i = 1, · · · ,K, (18)
where gi,l denotes the coefficient vector of the lth NC
message sequence forwarded to BS i, l = 1, · · · , Li.






The NC messages are delivered to the K BSs error-free if





R˜i,l < CFH (20)
is satisfied, where CFH , CFHn denotes the normalized FH
rate-constraint per channel-use.
Without loss of generality, we assume L1 ≥ L2 ≥ · · · ≥
LK .The total number of NC message sequences forwarded




4) NC Generator Matrix: Let
Gi =
[
gTi,1, · · · ,gTi,Li
]T
, i = 1, · · · ,K (21)
whose rows collect coefficient vectors of the Li NC message
sequences forwarded to BS i. Then Eq. (18) is written as




GT1 , · · · ,GTK
]T
(23)
which collects all L NC coefficient vectors w.r.t. all BSs. The




UT1 , · · · ,UTK
]T
= G⊗B. (24)
We refer to G as a NC generator matrix. The size of G is
L by L′.
In this paper, we consider that G is a square matrix of full
rank, i.e., L = L′ and Rank(G) = L in GF(q). For L < L′, it
is impossible to reconstruct B from U. For L > L′, there is at
least one NC message that is linearly dependent on other NC
messages. This may lead to a waste in the FH consumption.
Our approach can be extended to the case where L > L′.
5B. Encoding at the Base Stations
BS i carries out Li independent channel-code encod-
ing and modulation operations over its NC message se-
quences ui,1, · · · ,ui,Li , yielding length-n coded-modulated
sequences ci,1, · · · , ci,Li respectively. The overall rate of the
channel coding and modulation for ui,l is determined by
the NC message rate R˜i,l. Note that each coding-modulation
is over a NC message sequence. This is different from a
conventional system where the coding-modulation is over a
data message sequence.
We refer to ci,l as a spatial NC stream3. Each of the spatial
NC streams ci,1, · · · , ci,Li of BS i carries one of the NC
messages sequences ui,1, · · · ,ui,Li , respectively.
The underlying channel coding and modulation must sup-
port PNC (or CF). From a theoretical aspect, there exists
Voronoi-region nested lattice codes, which are simultaneously
“Poltyrev-good” and “Roger-good”, that can be used to prove
some recently established achievable rate of PNC or CF
[18] [15]. In practice, non-binary irregular repeat modulation-
coded PNC scheme with iterative believe propagation decod-
ing algorithm can be employed, which has been shown to
perform very close to the theoretical rate limit [29].
The coded-modulated sequences are collectively written as
Ci =
[
cTi,1, · · · , cTi,Li
]T
, i = 1, · · · ,K. (25)
After the channel coding and modulation, BS i performs a
linear precoding, yielding
Xi = PiCi, i = 1, · · · ,K. (26)
The precoding matrices of all BSs are collected by
P = [P1, · · · ,PK ]. The signal-spaces of the spatial NC
streams are determined by the columns of P. Let the entries of








) ≤ Etotal. (27)
The K BSs transmit X1, · · · ,XK simultaneously. User j
receives Yj , as specified in (5).
We next present the design of P. The following notations
will be used.
a) For the ease of illustration, a BS index function is defined
as
I (i, l) ,
i−1∑
γ=1
Li + l. (28)
The lth spatial NC stream of BS i, refer to the (i, l)th spatial
NC stream, is now located at the I (i, l)th row of U.
Let τ = I (i, l). The inverse of the BS index function is
defined as
I−1 (τ) , i if
i−1∑
γ=1




The τ th row of U now belongs to BS I−1 (τ).
3This name is used to distinguish it from a message stream at the CU.
b) The columns of Pi are denoted by pi,l, l = 1, · · · , Li.
The columns of P = [P1, ...,PK ] are denoted by pτ , τ =
1, · · · , L, where pi,l = pI(i,l) from the definition of BS
index-function (28).
c) Let
G˜ = G−1 (30)
where the matrix inverse operation takes place in GF(q). We
refer to G˜ as the inverse NC generator matrix. The blocks of
G˜ are denoted by
G˜ =
[






g˜Tj,1, · · · , g˜Tj,L′j
]T
. (32)
In our proposed scheme, g˜j,1, · · · , g˜j,L′j will be used as the
coefficient vectors in computing the linear combinations of
the NC messages at User j. We emphasize that g˜j,l′ is for
the post PNC operation at a user node, while gi,l is for the
pre network coding operation at the CU.
1) Signal-space Alignment Precoding: The signal-spaces
of two vectors a and b are said to be aligned if b =c · a ,
where c is a non-zero constant scalar. Let a ‖ b represents
that b =c · a.
For g˜j,l′ , define a support set
T (g˜j,l′) , {τ ∈ {1, · · · , L′} : g˜j,l′ [τ ] 6= 0} (33)
where g˜j,l′ [τ ] denotes the τ th entry of g˜j,l′ . This support
set indicates the spatial NC streams that are relevant in the
signal-space alignment depicted below.
Definition 1: A set of spatial NC streams is said to form a
bin if their signal-spaces are aligned at a specific user node.
In our proposed scheme, we create L′j bins for User j.
Specifically, the “binning” is given by
Bj,l′= {ci,l ∀ i, l : I (i, l) ∈ T (g˜j,l′)} , l′ = 1, · · · , L′j .
(34)
The l′th bin at User j contains the spatial NC streams w.r.t.
the non-zero elements in g˜j,l′ .
By definition, the signal-spaces of the spatial NC streams in
the same bin are aligned at User j. This leads to the following
signal-space alignment condition:
Hj,I−1(τ)pτ ‖ Hj,I−1(τ ′)pτ ′ ∀ (τ ,τ ′) ∈ T (g˜j,l′) , j = 1, · · · ,K ′.
(35)
Note that the binning, or the pattern of signal-space
alignment, is determined by inverse NC generator matrix G˜.






j spatial NC streams. Bin l
′ contains only
those spatial NC streams w.r.t. non-zero entries in g˜j,l′ . The
cardinality of each bin is equal to the number of non-zero
entries of the corresponding coefficient vector, i.e., |Bj,l′ | =
|T (g˜j,l′)|. In addition, at each user, a spatial NC stream
cannot appear in two different bins, i.e., Bj,l′ ∩ Bj,l′ = ∅
for l
′ 6= l′. Moreover, all NC messages are contained in the
Lj bins, without missing any. These impose certain structural
properties on the NC generator matrix, as we shall present in
Section IV. B.
62) Scaled and Equal-gain Signal-space Alignment: A s-
caled signal-space alignment satisfies
Hj,I−1(τ)pτ ‖ Hj,I−1(τ ′)pτ ′ , (36)∥∥Hj,I−1(τ)pτ∥∥∥∥Hj,I−1(τ ′)pτ ′∥∥ = g˜j,l′ [τ ]g˜j,l′ [τ ′] ,∀ (τ ,τ ′) ∈ T (g˜j,l′) .
With it, the quantization error due to the non-integer ratio
penalty in CF is removed [15].
In particular, if the entries of G˜ belong to {0, 1}, (36)
becomes
Hj,I−1(τ)pτ = Hj,I−1(τ ′)pτ ′ ∀ (τ ,τ ′) ∈ T (g˜j,l′) . (37)
This is called equal gain signal-space alignment, which will
be discussed in Section IV. D.
C. User Nodes’ Decoding
1) Receiver Shaping: At a user, the bins are not necessarily
orthogonal to each other. To decouple these bins, User j first
carries out a linear transformation over Yj given by
Qj = F
H
j Yj , j = 1, · · · ,K ′. (38)
Denote by fj,l′ the l′-th column of Fj . The vector fHj,l′ projects
Yj to the subspace which is perpendicular to the directions
of other bins (which are irrelevant to the computation of the
l′th linear combination of the NC messages). Specifically, let
t (j, l′) be the first element of T (g˜j,l′). Then, the filter fj,l′
satisfies
fHj,l′Hj,ηp1,η = 0 ∀ η ∈ {1, · · · , L
′
1}, η 6= t (j, l′) , ‖fj,l′‖ = 1.
(39)














where Σj,l′ is the diagonal matrix consisting of the singular
values. It can be shown that the rank of Ωj,l′ is L′j − 1 with
probability 1. The filter fj,l′ is any linear combination of the
columns of UΩj,l′ that corresponds to the zero singular values.
2) Decoding with Post Physical-layer Network Coding:
Denote by qj,l′ the l′-th row of Qj . After the receiver
shaping, the bins are decoupled and the L′j signal sequences
qj,1, · · · ,qj,L′j are non-interfering where each involves a
number of aligned spatial NC streams. Based on that, User
j employs L′j independent PNC operations to compute L
′
j
linear combinations over the NC message sequences re-
spectively. Specifically, the associated coefficient vectors are
g˜j,1, · · · , g˜j,L′j taken from G˜, and the PNC operation aims
to compute
vj,l′ = g˜j,l′⊗U, l′ = 1, · · · , L′j . (42)
We note that vj,l′ = bj,l′ for all l′ and j. That is, the linear
combination of the NC message sequences is identical to the
desired message of that user. The outputs of the L′j PNC
operations at BS j is
v̂j,l′ = b̂j,l′ , l
′ = 1, · · · , L′j . (43)
The above follows from that the post PNC operation ex-
actly equalizes (or reverses) the pre network coding operation








Further, let V =
[
VT1 , · · · ,VTK
]T
. Then
V = G˜⊗U =G˜⊗G⊗B = B
D. Comments on the Proposed Scheme and Difference to
Existing Schemes
What motivate the proposed scheme are: a) there lacks
sufficient receive signal-spaces for accommodating the ag-
gressively large amount of spatial streams in D-MIMO and b)
there is a potential coding gain or even DoF gain that can be
achieved by PNC or CF [30]. First, note that there are much
more spatial streams than the dimension of the receive signal-
space at each user nodes. For the uplink scenario, one way to
address this is compress the dimension of the signal streams
by deliberately align their signal spaces. Second, for each bin
of aligned signal-space, a superposition of multiple streams
is observed. PNC (or CF) is used to directly reconstruct the
linear message combinations. Then, each spatial stream can
deliver one full DoF, which leads to significantly greater
DoF than complete decoding all individual streams [18], [15].
The CU can solve those linear message combinations and
eventually recover all users’ messages. More details about
the uplink scenario can be found in [20].
Yet, in the downlink scenario considered in this paper,
the key challenge is that the user nodes, where PNC or CF
is conducted, are already the final destinations. Thus, the
computed linear message combinations at each user node
have to be identical to the desired messages. To address
this challenge, we borrow the notion of reverse compute-
and-forward [25]. In our proposed scheme, the CU pre-
convert the messages sequence B into network coded version
U = G⊗B. At the user nodes, the post PNC operation
computes G−1⊗U = B in a distributed manner. This com-
pensates (or equalizes) the pre network coding done at the
CU, and the computed linear message combinations are in-
deed identical to the desired messages. By binning the spatial
NC streams, our proposed signal-space alinement precoding
essentially provides a bridge between the pre network coding
and the post PNC. We note that such a bridging is valid only if
the NC generator matrix satisfies certain structural properties,
which will be studies in the next section.
We note that our proposed approach differs from the
integer-forcing IA scheme [21] and our previous work [20]
in the following aspects. The integer-forcing IA scheme was
developed for the interference channel only. The notion is to
7decode the integer combinations of the interferences in the
“waste bin”, which is then successively canceled to make
the desired signal “cleaner”. Our proposed scheme differs
from the channel integer alignment scheme in [31] in the
following aspects: First, [31] considered two-user cognitive
interference network and a two-user Gaussian interference
channel, which are different system models. Note that our
proposed scheme applies to a general K-user system, while
that in [31] only applies to a two-user system. Second, at
the heart of our proposed scheme lies a pre-network coding
generator matrix, whose inverse determines the pattern of
signal-space alignment and reverse CF. The existence of the
pre network coding generator matrix is a pre-requisite for
implementing signal space alignment in the D-MIMO system.
IV. ACHIEVABLE RATE ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyze the achievable information
rate of the proposed scheme. Throughout this section, we
assume that N1 = · · · = NK = N and N ′1 = N ′2
= · · · = N ′K′ = N ′4. We consider that the precoding matrices
derived in the previous section are properly scaled to satisfy
the power constraint (27), which is relaxed in the sequel.
A. Achievable Rate Conditioned on Aligned Signal-spaces
1) Achievable NC Message Rate: Recall that the L NC
message sequences and the L′ message sequences are related
by the one-to-one mapping
U = G⊗B. (45)
The NC message rate w.r.t. gi,l (the I (i, l)th row of G) has
been defined as in (19).
Definition 2: A NC message rate-tuple is said to be
achievable if there exists encoding functions over the
NC messages at the K BSs and decoding functions
at the K ′ users such that the error probability Pe =
Pr
{[
b̂1, · · · , b̂K′
]
6= [b1, · · · ,bK′ ]
}
≤ , as n→∞.
Let
ηji,l , l′ : gj,l′ [I (i, l)] 6= 0, (46)
which locates the l′th bin (at User j) that contains the (i, l)th
spatial NC stream.








l ∈ {1, · · · , Li} , i ∈ {1, · · · ,K} ,
given that pi,l, l = 1, · · · , Li, i = 1, · · · ,K, satisfy the
signal-space alignment condition in (36).
Proof. Without loss of generality, let the L coded-modulated
streams ci,l, l = 1, ..., Li, i = 1, ...,K, be arranged in
a descending order according their rates. The coding and
modulation is carried out using a nested lattice code for each
stream, described as follows. Consider a chain of lattices
4Our treatment can be straightforwardly extended to the case where the
wireless terminals have different numbers of antennas.
ΛS ⊆ ΛL ⊆ · · · ⊆ Λ1. A nested lattice code is a lattice code
which uses as codewords and the Voronoi region of the coarse
ΛS as a shaping region. The L fine lattices Λ1, ...,ΛL are used
for channel coding for the L data streams, respectively. For
the nesting of Λl/ΛS , l = 1, · · · , L, the set of codewords
is given by {Λl mod ΛS} = {Λl ∩ VS} where VS denotes
the fundamental Voronoi region of the coarse lattice ΛS . A
dithering operation is performed to gurantee that the signal is
uniformly distributed in VS . Note that in our proposed scheme
the coarse lattice ΛS is common to all L data streams.
Recall the assumption that there exists G˜ and pi,l, l =
1, · · · , Li, i = 1, · · · ,K, such that the signal-space alignment
is guaranteed. Consider the l′th bin at User j that contains
the lth spatial NC stream of BS i. The signal-space of the lth
spatial NC stream of BS i is Hj,ipi,l or Hj,ipτ , τ = I (i, l).
According to the scaled signal-space alignment condition,
there are some other spatial streams falls inside the same
bin whose signal-spaces are identical to Hj,ipτ , i.e.,
g˜j,l′ [τ
′] fj,l′Hj,I−1(τ)pτ = g˜j,l′ [τ ] fj,l′Hj,I−1(τ ′)pτ ′ ,
∀τ ′ 6= τ , (τ , τ ′) ∈ T (g˜j,l′) (48)
after the receiver shaping. This signal is free of interference
from other bins. Denote by
qj,l′ = g˜j,l′ [τ
′] fj,l′Hj,I−1(τ)pτ = g˜j,l′ [τ ] fj,l′Hj,I−1(τ ′)pτ ′ .
Based on qj,l′ , User j attempts to compute the following
linear combination of the NC message sequences
vj,l′ = gj,l′⊗U,
by calculating
qj,l′ mod ΛS (49)
and quantize it to the nearest point in the fine lattice Λτ ,
where Λτ is the finest lattice among those w.r.t. the non-
zero entries of g˜j,l′ . Here, for simplicity of presentation, the
dithering operation as well as the minimum mean square error
scaling are not shown here, and the details can be found
in [18]. It can be shown that there exists a nested lattice
code of rate R˜(j)i,l , where the coarse lattice is simultaneously
Rogers-good and Poltyrev-good while the fine lattices are
Poltyrev-good [18], whose error probability of computing










i,I−1(τ ′) < log2
(∣∣fj,l′Hj,I−1(τ ′)pτ ′ ∣∣2 ρ)+ log2 q, (51)
∀τ ′ 6= τ , τ ′ ∈ T (g˜j,l′) .
Taking the minimum of the rates R(1)i,l , ..., R
(K′)
i,l over all BSs,
all NC messages sequences that are related to the lth spatial













82) Achievable Message Rate:












R˜i,l < CFH . (54)
given that pi,l, l = 1, · · · , Li, i = 1, · · · ,K, satisfy the
signal-space alignment condition (36).
Proof. Consider the l′th data stream of User j. It is
clear that those NC message sequences indexed by i, l with
gli [J (j, l
′)] = 0 are irrelevant to that data stream. In other
words, the NC messages containing that data stream have
indices i, l : gli [J (j, l
′)] 6= 0. In addition, the message
rate cannot be greater than the rate of the NC message that




Consider all data streams of User j. The rate is given in (53).





R˜i,l. Thus, the rate in (47) is achievable if the FH
capacity meets (54).
B. Existence of Matrix G and and Signal-space Alignment
Precoding
In this part, we relax the presumed condition on aligned
signal-spaces by investigating the existence of the NC gener-
ator matrix G and the feasibility of signal-space alignment.
In the previous section, we have seen that the NC generator
matrix G determines the binning operation or the pattern of
the signal-space alignment precoding. To accomplish the bin-
ning operation, there are some structural properties imposed
on the NC generator matrix. These structural properties are
similar to those studied in [20] for the uplink DMIMO, but
the the difference is that they are imposed on the inverse
NC generator matrix G˜, rather than the NC generator matrix
as in [20]. To make this paper self-contained, the structural
properties are summarized as follows.
Property 1: The number of rows of G˜j , i.e. L′j , j ∈
{1, · · · ,K ′}, is no greater than N ′.
Explanation: The number of rows of G˜j is the number of
bins to be created at User j. For each user, the total receive
signal-space has a dimension of N ′. As such, no more than
N ′ bins can be created. Thus, L′j ≤ N ′.
Define the Hamming weight of a vector as its number of
non-zero entries.
Property 2: a) For BS j such that L′j = N
′, the Hamming
weight of a column of G˜j , j ∈ {1, · · · ,K ′} , is 1. (That is,
each column of G˜j contains one non-zero entry.) Also, the
sum of the Hamming weights of the rows of Gj is equal to
L.
b) For BS j s.t. L′j < N
′, the Hamming weight of a column
of G˜j , j ∈ {1, · · · ,K ′} , is 1 or 0. The sum of the Hamming
weights of the rows of G˜j , j ∈ {1, · · · ,K ′} , is no greater
than L.
Explanation: a) This follows from that at each user, a
spatial NC stream cannot be in two different bins, i.e.,
Bj,l′ ∩ Bj,l′ = ∅ for l
′ 6= l′. Thus, If L′j = N ′, each column
of G˜j contains one non-zero entry. In addition, the sum of
the Hamming weights of the rows of G˜j is equal to L, as
all L spatial NC streams appears in the bins for signal-space
alignment.
Property 3: The rank of G˜ is L in GF(q).
We next present a proposition on the existence of G˜
satisfying all the above properties.
Lemma 1: There exists a NC generator matrix G˜ satis-
fying Properties 1-3 as long as the entries of G˜ belongs to
{0, 1, ..., p− 1} , p ≥ 3, for any L ≤ K ′N ′. (See proof in
[20], Appendix.)
Remark 2: Lemma 1 suggests that we can construct the
matrix G˜ with entries only in {0, 1, 2}.
We next investigate the existence of the precoding matrice
that satisfy the signal-space alignment condition w.r.t. G˜. Let
W be a matrix composed in a block-wise fashion as follows.
The first N ′-rows are given by[
0, ...,g11 (τ




Likewise, consider other events of (τ ,τ ′) ∈ T (g1,1), the
following several N ′-rows of W can be obtained. Repeating
the above process for all j = 1, · · · ,K ′, l′ = 1, · · · , L′, the
matrix W is obtained. With W, the criterion of the scaled
signal-space alignment becomes




pT1,1, · · · ,pT1,L1 ,pT2,1, · · · ,pTK,LK
]T
. (58)
Then, the signal-space alignment is feasible if W is not over-
determined, i.e., the rank of W is smaller than the dimension
of η.
The feasibility of signal-space alignment is presented in
the following proposition.
Proposition 3: For a given NC generator matrix G˜ satisfy-
ing Property 1-3, the corresponding signals-space alignment










Proof. First consider that K ′ = K ′. It can be shown that the
dimension of H˜ is (L−N ′)N ′K ′ by LN . To ensure that H˜
matrix is strictly not over-determined, the following must be
satisfied
LN > (L−N ′)K ′N ′ (60)
which yields Eq. (59). Then, there exists at least one solution
which satisfies the signal-space alignment criterion in (36).





< K ′. In such cases, K ′ active BSs
9are sufficient for generating the L NC message sequences in
the proposed scheme. The condition to ensure that H˜ matrix
is not over-determined for a K ′-BS system is simply (60).
C. Achievable Rate of the Proposed Scheme
Combining Lemma 1 and Propositions 2 and 3, we have
the following result.




















R˜i,l < CFH . (63)
with pi,l satisfying the condition in (36), if the total number
















1) Equal Gain Signal-space Alignment: Previously, we
have shown that a matrix G˜ satisfying Properties 1-3 exists
for any L ≤ K ′N ′. It is interesting to note that a matrix G˜
with entries in {0, 1, 2} is sufficient for the existence. Using
such a matrix, from (36), the ratio between the norms of two
aligned spatial NC streams are either 1 or 2. We next consider
the equal gain signal-space alignment (37) where the entries
of G˜ can only be in {0, 1}.
Lemma 2: There exists an L × L matrix G˜ with binary
entries in {0, 1} satisfying Properties 1-3 if and only if at
most one value among L′1 · · ·L′K′ is equal to N ′. This is
equivalently to say that
L ≤ (K ′ − 1) (N ′ − 1) +N ′ = K ′(N ′ − 1) + 1. (65)
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that L′1 ≥ L′2 · · · ≥
L′K′ . Let G be an L × L NC generator matrix over GF(2)
satisfying Properties 1-3. Consider the case N ′ = L′1 = L
′
2.
As a consequence of Property 2, the sum of the first 2N ′
row vectors in G will yield a zero vector over GF(2), which
implies rank(G) < L, a contradiction to Property 3. Thus,
N ′ > L′2 and necessity part is proved. For the sufficiency
part, define the matrix G in the same way as the construction
in the second paragraph of Proposition 1. Following exactly
the same argument therein, the considered G over GF(2) is a
desired generator matrix either for the case N ′ = L′1 > L
′
2 ≥
· · · ≥ LK′ or N ′ > L′1 ≥ L′2 ≥ · · · ≥ LK′ .
Combining Lemma 2 and Proposition 3, we have the
following corollary.
Corollary 1: There exists a matrix G˜ with entries of {0, 1}
such that the signal-space alignment can be met if
L ≤ min
(
















For most configurations of interests, (66) is dominated by
the second term. These suggests that equal gain signal-space
alignment is sufficient for most configurations in practice.
2) Relation to Interference Alignment: Our proposed
scheme boils down to the IA strategy if we choose the inverse
NC generator matrix G˜ to be some concatenated version of
a number of identity matrices. Therefore, the acheivable rate
and DoF of our proposed scheme are no lower than that of
the IA scheme in the DMIMO setting. It can be expected
that by choosing a better G˜, improved performance over that
with IA can be achieved. This claim holds even when symbol-
extension over time-varying channels is applicable.
3) Where Does the Gain Come From?: It is interesting
to note that while PNC is essentially performing “structured
binning” over a n-dimensional superimposed constellation
[15], the proposed signal-space alignment performs binning
over the spatial streams in N ′ dimension receive signal
spaces according to a carefully designed G˜ matrix. These two
components are coupled together, combining which yields an
overall gain in achievable rate or DoF. The strategy using IA
ignores the potential coding gain that can be achieved by PNC
in the DMIMO system, thus is expected to be outperformed
by our proposed scheme.
V. DOWNLINK DMIMO WITH TWO AND THREE BASE
STATIONS
This section studies the D-MIMO systems with K = 2 and
3 BSs, where we focus on characterizing the DoF. We restrict
our discussions to the symmetric configuration with K = K ′.
A. Downlink D-MIMO with K = 2 BSs
We first present a result on the DoF of the downlink D-
MIMO scheme with K = 2.
Theorem 2: Let the FH capacity be given by CFH =
L log ρ +, where  = o(1). For L ≤ min (2N, 2N ′) − 1,
the total DoF of the downlink D-MIMO with K = 2 BSs is
given by
d = L. (67)
Proof. We first consider the achievability. Using Propo-
sition 3, it can be shown that (59) is met for any L ≤
min (2N, 2N ′) − 1. Thus, the signal-space alignment crite-
rion in (36) is guaranteed. In addition, from Lemma 1, a
NC generator matrix G satisfying Properties 1-3 exists for
q ≥ 2. Thus, the rate in Proposition 2 is achievable. The













Note that fj,l′Hj,i has non-vanishing values in probability. As
ρ→∞, the DoF is ∑Ki=1 Li = L.
The converse follows directly from that max-flow min-cut
theorem for a general network. Due to the rate-constrained
FH, the maximum information rate is no more than L log ρ+
o (1).
Note that as N → ∞, as long as CFH scales like
min (2N, 2N ′) , the downlink D-MIMO with two BSs asymp-
totically achieves a DoF of min (2N, 2N ′). This is equivalent
to the DoF upper bound given by a MIMO broadcast channel
with 2N co-located transmit antennas.
An example of the proposed distributed MIMO broadcast-
ing scheme with N = 3 is shown below, where a DoF of
L = 2N − 1 is achieved. Consider that User 1 and 2 have
L′1 = 3 and L
′
2 = 2 data streams, respectively. The entries of
the data streams are drawn i.i.d. from GF(q). Consider that
the NC generator matrix being
G =

1 0 1 q − 1 0
1 1 1 q − 1 q − 1
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 q − 1 1 0
q − 1 0 q − 1 1 1
 (68)
which is used for pre network coding over the 5 data streams.
The resultant NC messages streams U are forwarded to the
two BSs via the FH links. If CFH = 5 log ρ + , these
NC messages can be reliably delivered to the BSs, for a
sufficiently large  = o (1).
The matrix G has a full rank 5 in GF(q). The corresponding








1 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 0
1 0 0 0 1
 . (69)
We next perform signal-space alignment based on the pattern
given by G˜. Form Eq. (56), the corresponding W matrix for
the constraints for the signal-space alignment is given by
W =

H1,1 0 0 H1,2 0
0 H1,1 0 0 H1,1
0 0 H2,1 H2,2 0
H2,1 0 0 0 H2,2
 . (70)















Since the condition on Proposition 3 is met for this case, a
solution on the precoding matrices does exist which ensures
the signal-space alignment with the pattern given by G˜.
The two BS simultaneously broadcast their spatial NC
streams. With the precoding matrices obtained from (71), at
User 1, we obtain
H1,1p1,1 = −H1,2p2,1 and H1,1p1,2 = −H1,2p2,2. (72)
At User 1, the signal-space of the first spatial stream of BS
1 and that of the first spatial stream of BS 2 are aligned.
Meanwhile, the second stream of BS 1 and the second stream
of BS 2 are aligned. The signal-space of the third spatial
stream of BS 1 is H1,1p1,3.
Next, using the receiver shaping (38), the received signal
Y1 is projected to the subspace that is perpendicular to
the subspace span{H1,1p1,2,H1,1p1,3}. The resultant sig-
nal is free of interference from other signals streams in
span{H1,1p1,2,H1,1p1,3}. Based on that, post PNC is used
to compute the first linear combination of the NC message
sequences
v1,1 = g˜1,1 ⊗U = u1,1 ⊕ u2,1.
Using the G matrix in (68), it can be easily verify that
v1,1 = u1,1 ⊕ u2,1
= b1,1 ⊕ b1,3 ⊕ (q − 1) b2,1 ⊕ (q − 1) b1,3 ⊕ b2,1
= b1,1
which is the desired (first) data stream of User 1.
Similarly, the received signal Y1 is projected to
the subspace that is perpendicular to the subspace
span{H1,1p1,1,H1,1p1,3}, and the desired (second) data
stream of User 1
v1,2 = g˜1,2 ⊗U = u1,2 ⊕ u2,2 = b1,2
is computed using post PNC. The received signal Y1 is
projected to the subspace that is perpendicular to the subspace
span{H1,1p1,1,H1,1p1,2}, and the message
v1,3 = g˜1,3 ⊗U = b1,3
is decoded. Likewise, at BS 2, the linear combinations of the
NC message sequences
v2,1 = g˜2,1 ⊗U = b2,1 and v2,2 = g˜2,2 ⊗U = b2,2
are computed which are equal to the desired data streams.
The sum DoF is 5.
Let us consider two benchmark schemes for comparison
purpose. The first one is the orthogonalized transmission,
where the two BSs take turn to transmit. The second one
is the a scheme which directly applies the strategy for a
interference channel, where User 1 only decodes the BS 1’s
data streams while User 2 only decodes the BS 2’s data
streams. For the D-MIMO setting with K = K ′ = 2, the
DoFs of both benchmarks are equal to N if the FH capacity
scales like CFH ∝ N log ρ. Yet, as CFH scales at a higher
speed, i.e., CFH ∝ L log ρ, L > N , none of them can yield
increased DoF. In contrast, our proposed yields a DoF of L
for N < L ≤ 2N − 1. Therefore, our proposed achieves up
to 2N−1N times of DoF of the benchmark schemes.
Fig. 3 shows the averaged achievable sum-rates of the
proposed scheme for a D-MIMO system of K = K ′ = 2,
N = M = 3. Rayleigh fading are considered in the
simulations, and the results are obtained by averaging a large
number of fading realizations. Here, the FH capacity is given
by5 CFH = L log ρ+ , L = 2, 3, 4, 5. The achievable rate of
5A sufficiently large  = o (1) is considered.
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Fig. 3. Achievable sum-rate of the proposed distributed MIMO broadcasting
scheme with K = K′ = 2, N = N ′ = 3.
the benchmark scheme using orthogonal transmission (with
zero-forcing precoding) is also plotted. It is demonstrated
that the proposed scheme can achieve a much greater sum-
rate over the benchmark scheme (even with infinite symbol-
extension). The performance gain is primarily due to the
overwhelmingly higher DoF.
Remark 3: In the case studied above, equal gain signal
space alignment, where the entries of G˜ belong to {0, 1} , is
sufficient to guarantee the DoF result in Theorem 2. Such
an equal gain signal space alignment scheme is easier to
implement in practice than the non-equal gain signal-space
alignment scheme, as the precise scaling is difficult to be
guaranteed.
Remark 4: In this paper, no efforts are made on opti-
mizing the directions of the bins and the power profile. A





can yield further power gain, but is unlikely





could be an interesting future work.
We would like to note that the proposed scheme is targeting
at the high SNR regime where achieving a high DoF plays
the key role. It is demonstrated that our proposed scheme sig-
nificantly outperforms the benchmark interference alignment
scheme and orthogonal transmission scheme at the high SNR
regime and some practical SNR values.
We next compare the numerical results of our proposed
scheme and the compress-and-forward based scheme in [32].
In simulating the performance of [32], we consider linear
precoding at the CU using regularized channel inversion (or
MMSE) algorithm and joint compression at the distributed
BSs. We consider that there are two BSs and two user
nodes where each BS and user node are equipped with three
antennas, i.e., K = K ′ = 2, N = N ′ = 3. We consider fixed
SNR values of 20 and 30 dBs and plot their performance,
respectively. The figures are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. For
SNR=20 dB, it is observed that our proposed scheme con-
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Fig. 4. Comparison of achievable sum rates of the proposed scheme and
[32], where K = K′ = 2, N = N ′ = 3, and SNR=20 dB
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Fig. 5. Comparison of achievable sum rates of the proposed scheme and
[32], where K = K′ = 2, N = N ′ = 3, and SNR=30 dB
siderable outperforms the compression based scheme in [32]
for the low-to-moderate FH capacity range. For the ample
FH regime, e.g., where the sum fronthaul rate consumption
is more than twice of the sum rate, the proposed scheme
has lower sum rate than the compression based scheme in
[32]. This result for the multi-antenna configuration agrees
with the single-antenna case shown in [32] where reverse CF
outperforms the compression based scheme for the low-to-
moderate FH range. For SNR=30 dB, similar behaviors are
observed.
B. An Example for Downlink D-MIMO with K = 3 BSs
In this part, we consider a downlink D-MIMO with K =
K ′ = 3. Here we study a case where a DoF of L = 7 for
N ′ = 3 is achieved using our proposed scheme. Consider
that there are 3 data streams for User 1, and 2 data streams
12
for each of users 2 and 3. The inverse NC generator matrix
is constructed as follows. Consider equal gain signal space
alignment that the entries of G˜ belong to {0, 1}. First consider
a matrix consists of various 3 by 3 permutation matrices
Π3 and 2 by 2 permutation matrices Π2, with proper zero-
padding. An example is given below:
G˜′=

1 0 0 1 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 1 0 1
1 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 1 0

(73)
which has full rank 7 in GF(q) for any q ≥ 2. In particular,
only 7 rows are needed in constructing G˜. We choose by
expurgating the sixth and seventh row of G˜′, obtaining
G˜=

1 0 0 1 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 1 0 1
1 0 0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 1 0

(74)
which has a full rank of 7. The NC generator matrix is
G = G˜−1 =

q − 1 q − 1 0 0 1 1 1
q − 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
0 1 1 q − 1 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 q − 1 q − 1
1 1 0 0 q − 1 0 q − 1
1 0 0 0 q − 1 0 0
0 q − 1 0 1 0 0 0

(75)
The corresponding W matrix for the signal-space alignment
constraints can be obtained. A solution for the signal-space
alignment exists if the condition in Proposition 3 is met,
which is 7N > 12N ′. That is, more BS antenna is required
to realize the DoF of 7 in this example.
Let us first discuss two benchmark schemes for N ′ = 3.
For the orthogonal transmission, the DoF is just 3. For
the interference channel strategy, it is well-known that in-
terference alignment (IA) can yield a greater DoF. Using
symbol extension for a time-varying channel, a DoF of 4.5
can be achieved using IA. However, if the FH scales like
CFH ∝ L log ρ, L > 4.5, the DoF using the IA strategy
is still 4.5. Thus, our proposed has greater DoF than IA and
orthogonal transmission. Fig. 6 shows the averaged achievable
sum-rates of the proposed scheme for a downlink D-MIMO of
K = K ′ = 3, N = 6, N ′ = 3. Here, the FH capacity is given
by CFH = L log ρ+, L = 2, ..., 7. The rate of the benchmark
scheme using orthogonal transmission and IA in [28] are also
plotted for comparison. It is demonstrated that the proposed
scheme can achieve a considerably greater sum-rate over the
two benchmark schemes, due to the overwhelmingly higher
DoF. At a SNR of 50 dB, the proposed scheme has a
throughput gain of about 70% over the benchmark scheme.




































Fig. 6. Achievable sum-rate of the proposed distributed MIMO broadcasting
scheme with K = K′ = 3, N = 6, N ′ = 3.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
A new network coding based downlink distributed MIMO
broadcasting scheme, using reverse compute-and-forward and
signal space alignment precoding, is proposed. A NC gener-
ator matrix is first designed and employed for pre network
coding of the users’ messages. The network coded messages
are forwarded from the central unit to the distributed BSs.
At each user node, post physical-layer network coding is em-
ployed which reverses (or equalizes) the pre network coding
and recovers the desired messages. Our proposed signal-space
alignment method provides a bridging between these two
network coding operations. An achievable information rate
of the proposed scheme is derived based on the existence
of NC generator matrix, signal-space alignment precoding
matrices, and “good” nested lattice codes. It is demonstrat-
ed that our proposed scheme has a greater DoF over the
interference alignment strategy. Our proposed scheme also
outperforms the compress-and-forward scheme that utilizes
joint compression of the precoded signals to meet the front-
haul rate constraint, at the low-to-medium front-haul capacity
regime.
This paper paves avenue for several interesting future
works. It remains open whether symbol-extension can further
improve the DoF of the proposed scheme, for time-varying
channels. Although our proposed scheme brings about DoF
gain, the supreme of DoF of the D-MIMO for a given
front-haul capacity remains unsolved. In addition, it remains
unknown whether the different choice of NC generator matrix
G will have a great impact on the performance. Thus, how
to jointly optimize the NC generator matrix G and the
precoding matrices remains open. Finally, the impact of the
physical-layer network coding based approach for the Fog
radio network with local caching is an interesting question. It
is believed that these aspects deserve further research efforts.
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